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Abstract
Epidemic spreading processes on multiplex networks have richer dynamical properties than those on
single layered networks. To describe the intertwined processes on such networks, heterogeneous mean
ﬁeld (HMF) approach for continuous-time processes and microscopic Markov chain approach for
discrete-time processes have been proposed. However, it has been shown that the time evolution of
infected individuals and the ﬁnal epidemic size obtained from these approaches have noticeable
discrepancy comparing to those from Monte Carlo simulations. In this paper, we extend the approach
of effective degree theory (EDT) on multiplex networks. We will show that predictions obtained from
the EDT have excellent agreement with Monte Carlo simulations. Moreover, since the dynamics on
multiplex networks involve more dynamical variables, which may invoke more computations, to
reduce the computational burden, we further develop an approach based on partial effective degree
theory (PEDT) for analyzing the dynamics on multiplex networks, where one layer adopts EDT and
the other layer adopts the HMF. Our results show that PEDT has a good performance in predicting the
target dynamical process.

1. Introduction
Epidemic spreading is an extensively studied topic in the ﬁeld of complex networks [1, 2]. On the practical side,
the study of this topic contributes to the understanding of behaviors of epidemics, while on the theoretical side, it
provides a simple dynamical framework to demonstrate rich phase diagrams for analysis. Several mathematical
models have been proposed to describe common infectious diseases, including two-state SIS model and threestate SIR model with S standing for susceptible, I for infected, and R for recovery in the epidemiological
terminology [3, 4]. A variety of methods have been developed to analyze the epidemic spreading processes,
including generating function [5, 6], pair-approximation [7], heterogeneous mean ﬁeld theory [8–10],
probability generating function [11, 12], and branching process approximation [13, 14].
Beyond the studies on single layered networks, growing attention has been focused on epidemic spreading
on multiplex networks [15–17]. Recently, the intertwined effect of epidemic spreading and information
diffusion on multiplex networks [18], where the microscopic Markov chain approach (MMCA) is taken to
understand the interplay between an epidemic spreading process and an awareness spreading process. Further,
other effects are studied under this framework, such as the effect of mass media [19], awareness cascade [20], and
heterogeneous responses [21]. The relevant analysis are mostly based on MMCA.
The MMCA has been previously proposed on single layered quenched networks for discrete-time epidemic
processes [22, 23]. However, it has been shown that the predictions of the time evolution of epidemics and the
ﬁnal epidemic sizes have noticeable discrepancy comparing to the Monte Carlo simulations, especially when the
infection is slightly above the epidemic threshold [24]. This defect comes from neglecting the correlation of the
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Figure 1. Model of spreading dynamics on a multiplex network. The upper layer represents the network where the awareness of the
epidemic diffuses. Nodes in this layer can be in two types of states: unaware (U) and aware (A). The lower layer represents the network
where the epidemic spreads. Nodes in this layer can be in two types of states: susceptible (S) and infected (I). Therefore, a node could be
in four types of states: unaware and susceptible (US), unaware and infected (UI), aware and susceptible (AS), and aware and infected
(AI).

underlying dynamics. Since accurate prediction of epidemic processes is important and valuable in both
theoretical and practical considerations, an effective degree theory (EDT), which considers the dynamical
correlations, is proposed for gaining more accurate predictions in [24]. An approach, similar to the EDT, while
on a node-based and link-based perspective is also proposed for this purpose [25]. In single layered networks, the
EDT has been developed for SIS and SIR epidemics models [26, 27], a wide class of binary-state dynamics
[28, 29], and correlated networks [30]. However, despite the rapid advance in the studies about spreading
dynamics on multiplex networks, an approach to accurately predict relevant behavior is still in demand, which
deserves in-depth investigations.
In this paper, we develop an EDT on multiplex networks based on the UAU-SIS model [18], where the
epidemics and the awareness dynamics co-evolve. Our results show that the new approach could predict the
dynamics in high accuracy, outperforming both HMF and MMCA. Moreover, to enhance the efﬁciency of the
approach, we further develop a partial effective degree theory (PEDT), in which the dynamics one layer adopts
EDT and the dynamics in the other layer adopts HMF. We show that the PEDT provides satisfactory accuracy for
the dynamics in the layer adopted EDT meanwhile systematically reducing the dimensions of the governing
equations in computations.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the two-layered networks based on the UAUSIS model. In section 3, we provide the EDT for the model, and in section 4 we show the numerical results. In
section 5, we propose the partial EDT for the model. Finally, we conclude the paper by section 6.

2. Model
To start, recall the UAU-SIS model [18, 19]. Speciﬁcally, consider a multiplex network composing of two layers,
each layer has the same number N of individuals with different connectivity conﬁgurations. In one layer (the
upper layer in ﬁgure 1), an individual could be in two states: aware (A) and unaware (U), denoting whether it is
aware of certain news, i.e. the spreading of an epidemic. The state of an individual could evolve between U and A,
thus forming a UAU process. For simplicity, this layer is referred to as awareness layer. In the other layer (the
lower layer in ﬁgure 1), epidemic spreads and an individual could be either infected (I) or susceptible (S),
forming an SIS process. For simplicity, this layer is referred as epidemic layer. Combining the two layers, at any
time each individual in this multiplex network can be in one of the four types of states: unaware and susceptible
(US), unaware and infected (UI), aware and susceptible (AS), aware and infected (AI).
Details of the dynamics on the multiplex network are as follows: for the UAU process, the dynamics are
composed of two parts. On one hand, an unaware individual (node) may become aware due to two reasons: ﬁrst,
it may be informed by its aware neighbours, and each aware neighbour could send the news to it at a rate α.
Second, if an unaware individual has been infected, it may be aware of the epidemic at a rate τ due to selfawareness, which reﬂects a direct impact from the epidemic layer. On the other hand, an aware individual may
return to be unaware because of forgetting the news at a rate f. For the SIS process, a susceptible individual can be
infected by an infectious neighbour. If this susceptible individual is unaware (aware) of the epidemic, i.e. an US
(AS), the infection rate by an infected neighbour will be bU (b A ), where b A bU as an effect of preventive
measures taken by aware ones. For simplicity, assume b A = qbU with a reduction coefﬁcient q Î [0, 1], where
bU will be abbreviated as β in the rest of the paper. This reduction coefﬁcient θ reﬂects the direct impact from the
awareness layer. In addition, an infected individual can be recovered to become susceptible at a rate r.
2
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Figure 2. Possible states transitions for individuals in the class of Xua Ysi where X Î {U , A} and Y Î {S, I}. (a) The possible state
transitions on individuals in the class of Xua Ysi . (b) The possible state transitions on a neighbor of individuals in the class of Xua Ysi .

3. Effective degree theory
The EDT is now extended to be on multiplex networks. A feature of EDT is that the states of the individuals, the
number of their neighbours and related dynamical states are also taken into account, based on which the
dynamical correlation is considered. To realize this feature, individuals are grouped into classes of Xua Ysi , where
X Î {U , A} and Y Î {S, I}, and the subscripts u, a, s, i denote the numbers of unaware, aware, susceptible,
infected neighbours they have, respectively.
If not causing confusion, Xua Ysi are used also to denote the fraction of individuals in respective classes. Thus,
one may immediately obtain the conservation law as åu, a, s, i (Uua Ssi + Uua Isi + Aua Ssi + Aua Isi ) = 1. Then
suppose that initially a fraction a0 of individuals are aware of the epidemics and a fraction i0 of individuals are
infected, which are randomly distributed in the respective layers with no correlations. Then,
Xua Ysi (0) = Xua (0) · Ysi (0), where Xua (Ysi ) denotes the fraction of individuals in the state X(Y) with a number of
u unaware (s susceptible) and a aware (i infected) neighbours. Suppose that the degree distributions of the
awareness layer and epidemic layer are pi and qk, which denote the fraction of individuals who have i and k
neighbours in the respective layer. Then, one obtains
⎛i ⎞
Uij = (1 - a 0) pi ⎜ ⎟ a 0j (1 - a 0)(i - j ) ,
⎝ j⎠
⎛i ⎞
A ij = a 0 pi ⎜ ⎟ a 0j (1 - a 0)(i - j ) ,
⎝ j⎠
⎛k⎞
Skl = (1 - i 0) qk ⎜ ⎟ i 0l (1 - i 0)(k - l ) ,
⎝l⎠
⎛k⎞
Ikl = i 0 qk ⎜ ⎟ i 0l (1 - i 0)(k - l ).
⎝l⎠

(1)

In this paper, the dynamics are in continuous-time processes and the EDT approach to be developed will be
presented by a set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). To simplify the analysis, the whole process is
separated into four sub-processes, named the infection process, recovery process, awareness process, and
forgetting process, respectively. In the continuous-time process, the time interval of each update is very small.
Thus, the nonlinear impacts among different sub-processes in a short time interval could be ignored, and the
update of the whole process is equivalent to the summation of those on the four sub-processes. Therefore, for
each class of individuals, one ﬁrst calculates their variations in the four sub-processes, respectively, and then
sums them up to obtain the variation of the whole process. Denoting the differential operators of the ODEs of
the four sub-processes and the whole process as dI dt , dR dt , dA dt , dF dt , and d/dt, respectively, one has
d dt (•) = dI dt (•) + dR dt (•) + dA dt (•) + dF dt (•). All possible state transitions for individuals in a
certain class of Xua Ysi is presented in ﬁgure 2, and in the following we will derive the governing equations of these
sub-processes accordingly.
Now, the EDT of the four sub-processes is shown in sequence. Start from the infection process. Since, in the
continuous-time description, the possibility of two events happen in one time interval can be ignored, the
change in the states of an individual’s neighbours due to the infection process could only be the case of
Xua Ysi
Xua Ys - 1, i + 1, i.e. an susceptible neighbour changes to be infected through the infection. However,
since this susceptible neighbour could be either US or AS, the estimation of its changing rate should account for
the different infection rate β or θβ due to the two kinds of states. Here, mean ﬁeld approximation is used to
estimate its changing rate. This susceptible neighbour could be either an Au ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ or a Uu ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ one. Suppose that
it is Au ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ . Note that the possibilities of a Uua Ssi individual reached by this neighbour through a certain link
equals Au ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ s ¢ åu ¢ a ¢ s ¢ i ¢(Uu ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ + Au ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ ) s ¢ . Thus, for a Uua Ssi individual, the rate that it has an Au ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢
neighbour meanwhile this neighbour is infected equals qbi ¢Au ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ s ¢ åu ¢ a ¢ s ¢ i ¢(Uu ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ + Au ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ ) s ¢ .
3
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Similarly, when this neighbour is Uu ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ the corresponding rate equals
bi ¢Uu ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ s ¢ åu ¢ a ¢ s ¢ i ¢(Uu ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ + Au ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ ) s ¢. Summing all the possible classes of the neighbours gives the
effective infection rate of a susceptible neighbour of a Uua Ssi individual, deﬁned as bS , as follows:
bS =

b åu¢ a ¢ s ¢ i ¢ (Uu¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ s ¢ + qAu ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ s ¢) i ¢

åu¢a ¢s ¢i¢(Uu¢a ¢ Ss ¢i¢ s¢ + Au¢a ¢ Ss ¢i¢ s¢)

.

(2)

It is not difﬁcult to ﬁnd that a susceptible neighbour of an Aua Ssi individual has the same effective infection rate
bS . With a similar reason, the effective infection rate of a susceptible neighbour of a Uua Isi or Aua Isi one is deﬁned
as
bI =

b åu¢ a ¢ s ¢ i ¢ (Uu¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ i ¢ + qAu ¢ a ¢ Ss ¢ i ¢ i ¢) i ¢

åu¢a ¢s ¢i¢(Uu¢a ¢ Ss ¢i¢ i¢ + Au¢a ¢ Ss ¢i¢ i¢)

.

(3)

Thus, one obtains the evolution equations of the infection process as follows:
dI(Uua Ssi )
= - biUua Ssi - b S Uua Ssi s
dt
+ b S Uua Ss + 1, i - 1 (s + 1) ,

(4a)

dI(Uua Isi )
= + biUua Isi - b I Uua Isi s
dt
+ b I Uua Is + 1, i - 1 (s + 1) ,

(4b)

dI (Aua Ssi )
= - qbiAua Ssi - b S Aua Ssi s
dt
+ b S Aua Ss + 1, i - 1 (s + 1) ,

(4c )

dI(Aua Isi )
= + qbiAua Isi - b I Aua Isi s
dt
+ b I Aua Is + 1, i - 1 (s + 1).

(4d )

Here, the second term on the right-hand side of equation (4a) describes the event that one of the susceptible
neighbours of a Uua Ssi individual becomes infected at a rate bS · s and hence Uua Ssi changes to Uua Ss - 1, i + 1,
leading to a subtraction from the value of Uua Ssi .
The recovery process is relatively simple and its evolution equations are given as follows:
dR (Uua Ssi )
= + rUua Isi - rUua Ssi i
dt
+ rUua Ss - 1, i + 1 (i + 1) ,

(5a)

dR (Uua Isi )
= - rUua Isi - rUua Isi i
dt
+ rUua Is - 1, i + 1 (i + 1) ,

(5b)

dR (Aua Ssi )
= + rAua Isi - rAua Ssi i
dt
+ rAua Ss - 1, i + 1 (i + 1) ,

(5c )

dR (Aua Isi )
= - rAua Isi - rAua Isi i
dt
+ rAua Is - 1, i + 1 (i + 1).

(5d )

Similarly to the infection process, in the awareness process one can deﬁne the effective awareness rate of an
unaware neighbour reached by an unaware and an aware individual as aU and aA , respectively, as follows:
aU =
aA =

a åu, a, s, i [Uua Ssi u + Uua Isi u] a

,

åu,a,s,i [Uua Ssi u + Uua Isi u]
a åu, a, s, i [Uua Ssi a + Uua Isi a] a
.
åu,a,s,i [Uua Ssi a + Uua Isi a]

(6a)
(6b)

Moreover, as a UI individual may change to AI at a rate τ due to self-awareness, this effect could also cause a
change in the states of an unaware neighbour. Deﬁne the effective changing rate of an unaware neighbour
reached by an unaware and an aware individual due to this event as tU and tA , respectively, as follows:
4
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t åu, a, s, iUua Isi u

tU =

,

åu,a,s,i [Uua Ssi u + Uua Isi u]
t åu, a, s, iUua Isi a
.
tA =
åu,a,s,i [Uua Ssi a + Uua Isi a]

(7a)
(7b)

Thus, the evolution equations of the awareness processes are
dA (Uua Ssi )
= - aUua Ssi a
dt
- (a U + tU) Uua Ssi u
+ (a U + tU) Uu+ 1, a - 1Ssi (u + 1) ,

(8a)

dA (Uua Isi )
= - aUua Isi a - tUua Isi
dt
- (a U + tU) Uua Isi u
+ (a U + tU) Uu+ 1, a - 1) Isi (u + 1) ,

(8b)

dA (Aua Ssi )
= + aUua Ssi a
dt
- (aA + tA ) Aua Ssi u
+ (aA + tA ) Au+ 1, a - 1Ssi (u + 1) ,

(8c )

dA (Aua Isi )
= + aUua Isi a + tUua Isi
dt
- (aA + tA ) Aua Isi u
+ (aA + tA ) Au+ 1, i - 1Isi (u + 1).

(8d )

Finally, the evolution equations of the forgetting processes are given as follows
dF (Uua Ssi )
= + fAua Ssi - fUua Ssi a
dt
+ fUu- 1, a + 1Ssi (a + 1) ,

(9a)

dF (Uua Isi )
= + fAua Isi - fUua Isi a
dt
+ fUu- 1, a + 1Isi (a + 1) ,

(9b)

dF (Aua Ssi )
= - fAua Ssi - fAua Ssi a
dt
+ fAu- 1, a + 1 Ssi (a + 1) ,

(9c )

dF (Aua Isi )
= - fAua Isi - fAua Isi a
dt
+ fAu- 1, a + 1 Isi (a + 1).

(9d )

4. Numerical results
The performance of the EDT on a multiplex network is examined in which each layer is generated with (i)
Erdös–Rényi model whose degree distribution is pk = qk = ákñk e-ákñ k! in the limit of N
¥, and (ii)
Conﬁguration model with the truncated power-law degree distribution, where pk = qk ~ k-g when
0 < k kT and pk = qk = 0 otherwise. For the convenience of discussion, the two kinds of networks are
denoted as ER network and PL network, respectively.
Since the developed method is for continuous-time processes, in order to fulﬁll this condition small
dynamical parameters are used to realize the process, so that in each time step the increments of the variables are
small and higher-order terms can be neglected. Thus, in the simulation, the values of the parameters a, f, b, r, and
τ are set in an order of 10−3.
Figure 3 shows the results of time evolutions of the fraction of aware individuals rA (t ) and the fraction of
infected individuals ρI(t) for the two kinds of networks. For easy comparison, besides the results of the
simulation and the EDT, the results of heterogeneous mean ﬁeld method (HMF) and MMCA are also presented.
The governing equations of HMF and MMCA can be found in appendices A and B, respectively. One can see that
the EDT has an excellent agreement with the simulations, while both HMF and MMCA overestimate the
5
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Figure 3. Time evolutions of the fractions of aware nodes rA and infected nodes r I for ER networks (a) and (b) and PL networks (c)
and (d), respectively. Results are obtained from numerical simulations (blue circles), EDT (magenta curves), MMCA (black curves),
and HMF (red curves). The ER network is constructed using the Erdös–Rényi model with average degree 4, and the PL network is
constructed using the uncorrelated conﬁguration model with power-law degree distribution p (k ) ~ k -g , where g = 2.2 and
kT = 20 . The network size is N=10 000. Results are obtained with averaging on 100 different realizations. Other parameter values
are b = r = a = f = 10-3, q = 0.5, and t = 10-3.

dynamics. It is noted that MMCA is developed for the discrete-time process which contains non-perturbative
formulations. In the continuous-time limit, the impact of non-perturbative formulation will fade away,
reﬂected by the similar behaviors of the two curves of HMF and MMCA in ﬁgure 3.
The ﬁnal sizes of aware individuals rA (¥) and infected individuals r I (¥) in the steady states of two kinds of
networks are shown in ﬁgure 4. One can also ﬁnd an excellent agreement between the Monte Carlo simulations
and the EDT. The results of HMF and MMCA also overestimate the dynamics and overlapped to each other.

5. Partial EDT
In the above proposed EDT, there are four variables, u, a, s, and i, corresponding to the numbers of four types of
4
with kmax being the maximum degree.
neighbours in concern. Thus, the computational cost will scale as k max
Therefore, when kmax is large, for example in the extreme case where kmax reaches the upper bound of the degree
range for uncorrelated networks in the conﬁguration model [1], i.e. k max ~ N1 2, the computational efﬁciency
will not have prominent advantage compared to simulations. In order to increase the computational efﬁciency,
consider a PEDT for multiplex networks. In this method, EDT is adopted for one layer and HMF is for the other
layer. Since in the UAU–SIS model, the epidemic dynamics is the target process to be understood and the
awareness dynamics is the auxiliary process to better understand the epidemic dynamics, we here adopt EDT for
the epidemic layer and HMF for the awareness layer. Speciﬁcally, the individuals are grouped into in the classes
Xk Ysi , where k denotes the number of neighbours in the awareness layer and the meaning of other symbols are
the same as those in the previous sections. Similarly, one can obtain the initial condition and the evolution
equation for PEDT, which are provided in appendix C.
Figure 5 shows the results of the Monte Carlo simulation, EDT, and PEDT for comparison. One can observe
that the results of rA (t ) and rA (¥) for EDT and PEDT have prominent discrepancies. While the results of r I (t )
and r I (¥) for EDT and PEDT are well matched. Other parameters have been examined and similar results are
obtained. These results show that, although the accuracy in predicting the dynamics of awareness is damaged
6
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Figure 4. The steady fractions of rA and r I after the transient process as a function of infection rate b, where (a) and (b) for ER
networks, (c) and (d) for PL networks. The multiplex networks and other parameters are the same as those in ﬁgure 3.

because of the simple HMF approach, the accuracy in predicting the epidemic dynamics is still preserved.
According to the performance of PEDT, this approach may serve as a compromise scheme, where the accuracy is
kept in the epidemic layer while the efﬁciency of the prediction is signiﬁcantly increased by sacriﬁcing the
accuracy of the prediction in the other layer.

6. Conclusion
In summary, in this paper we have developed an effective degree theory (EDT) for studying epidemic spreading
dynamics on multiplex networks. We present the new approach on the basis of UAU–SIS model [18]. In this
model, a multiplex network is composed of two layers. One is the epidemic layer where an epidemic spreads,
while the other is the awareness layer where the awareness of the epidemic diffuses. The dynamics of the
epidemic are described by the susceptible-infected-susceptible (SIS) model, and the dynamics of the awareness is
described by the unawareness-awareness-unawareness model (UAU). These two layers interact with each other
through the reduction of infection rate in the epidemic layer and the self-awareness process in the awareness
layer. In presenting the EDT we separate the whole dynamical process into four sub-processes, which are
infection process, recovery process, awareness process, and forgetting process. The key step of EDT is to consider
the dynamical states of the neighbours of an individual so as to take into account the dynamical correlation of the
dynamics. To grasp this property, we classify the individuals according to their dynamical states and the
dynamical states of their neighbours in the two layers, respectively, which correspondingly raises four
dimensional quantities to account for the sizes of these classes. The developed EDT gives the evolution equations
of these quantities.
In the model for a susceptible individual, whether or not it is aware or unaware of the epidemic may result in
different infection rates. To account for this effect of different infection rates on a susceptible neighbour, in our
approach we use mean-ﬁeld approximation and propose an effective infection rate to measure the related
changing rates. In a similar manner, we further propose an effective awareness rate and an self-awareness rate to
describe the relevant changing rates of the neighbours. Our results show that the proposed EDT on multiplex
networks successfully predicts the dynamical behavior in a high accuracy. Since the prediction of spreading
7
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Figure 5. The steady fractions of rA and r I after the transient process as a function of self-awareness rate τ for different θ, where (a) a
for ER networks, (b) i for ER networks, (c) a for PL networks, and (d) i for scale-free networks. The multiplex networks and other
parameters are the same as those in ﬁgure 3.

dynamics on multiplex networks is a more challenging task compared to that on single layered networks, our
approach provides a useful tool for future studies on this topic.
We also manifest the performances of the heterogeneous mean ﬁeld theory (HMF) and MMCA for
comparison. We show that these two methods systematically overestimate the epidemics. Since the two methods
neglect the dynamical correlation of the dynamics, where an infected individual is more likely to connect with an
infected neighbour because it may be infected by the neighbour previously, the number of susceptible
neighbours will be overestimated, and consequently it overestimates the whole extent of the epidemics. Besides,
as the MMCA is a non-perturbative approach for discrete-time processes, it is expected to return to HMF in the
continuous-time limit, which has also been veriﬁed in this work.
Since EDT of multiplex networks needs to consider more variables than single layered networks, the
computational efﬁciency of the approach could be an important concern especially when the maximum degree
of the individuals is large. Thus, it could be useful to ﬁnd a method to further improve the efﬁciency of the
theory. For this purpose, we propose a PEDT. In this approach, the epidemic dynamics in the epidemic layer is
analyzed by EDT and the awareness dynamics in the awareness layer is analyzed by HMF. The results show that
the prediction of the epidemic dynamics remains in high accuracy, meanwhile the computational efﬁciency of
the approach is signiﬁcantly improved by sacriﬁcing the accuracy in the other layer where the HMF is adopted.
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Appendix A. Heterogeneous mean ﬁeld theory
In this approach, nodes are classiﬁed according to their degrees in different layers. X i Yk denotes the fraction of
nodes in state X (either U or A) and state Y (either S or I) with i neighbors in the awareness layer and k neighbors
in the epidemic layer. Thus, the governing equations are given by
dUj Ik
dt

= - rUj Ik + bUj Sk k
+ fA j Ik - aUj Ik j

dUj Sk
dt

åk ¢Ik ¢ k¢
ákñE

åj ¢A j ¢ j ¢
ákñA

= + rUj Ik - bUj Sk k

dt

= - rA j Ik + qbA j Sk k
- fA j Ik + aUj Ik j

dA j Sk
dt

(1.1a)

åk ¢Ik ¢ k¢
ákñE

åj ¢A j ¢ j ¢

+ fA j Sk - aUj Sk j
dA j Ik

- tUj Ik,

,

(1.1b)

+ tUj Ik,

(1.1c )

ákñA

åk ¢Ik ¢ k¢
ákñE

åj ¢A j ¢ j ¢
ákñA

= + rA j Ik - qbA j Sk k
- fA j Sk + aUj Sk j

åk ¢Ik ¢ k¢
ákñE

åj ¢A j ¢ j ¢
ákñA

,

(1.1d )

where Ik ¢ = Uj Ik ¢ + Aj Ik ¢ and Aj ¢ = Aj ¢ Sk + Aj ¢ Ik , and ákñA (ákñE ) is the average degree of the awareness
(epidemic) layer. The parameters have the same deﬁnitions as those in the main text.

Appendix B. Microcopic markov chain approach
In this approach, the possibility of an individual i lingered on the four states US, AS, UI , AI at time t are
denoted as piUS (t ), piAS (t ), piUI (t ) and piAI (t ), respectively. Moreover, the probabilities for individual i not being
informed by any of its neighbours, deﬁned as ri(t), not being infected by any of its neighbours if i is aware of the
epidemics, deﬁned as qiA (t ), and not being infected by any of its neighbours if i was unaware of the epidemics,
deﬁned as qiU (t ), are given by
ri (t ) =
j

qiA (t ) =
qiU (t )

j

=
j

[1 - a ji pjA (t ) a] ,
[1 - bji pjAI (t ) qb ] ,
[1 - bji pjAI (t ) b ] ,

where pjA = pjAI + pjAS , pjI = pjAI + pjUS , and aji and bji are the binary elements of the adjacency matrixes of the
awareness layer and the epidemic layer, respectively. The corresponding Markov chain equations are as follows:
piUS (t + 1) = + piAI (t ) fr
+ piUS (t ) ri (t ) qiU (t )
+ piAS (t ) fqiU (t )
+ piUI (t ) ri (t )(1 - t ) r ,

(2.1a)

piAS (t + 1) = + piAI (t )(1 - f ) r
+ piUS (t )(1 - ri (t )) qiA (t )
+ piAS (t )(1 - f ) qiA (t )
+ piUI (t )(1 - ri (t )(1 - t )) r ,
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piUS (t + 1) = + piAI (t ) f (1 - r )
+ piUS (t ) ri (t )(1 - qiU (t ))
+ piAS (t ) f (1 - qiU (t ))
+ piUI (t ) ri (t )(1 - t )(1 - r ) ,

(2.1c )

piAS (t + 1) = + piAI (t )(1 - f )(1 - r )
+ piUS (t )(1 - ri (t ))(1 - qiU (t ))
+ piAS (t )(1 - f )[1 - qiA (t )]
+ piUI (t )[1 - ri (t )(1 - t )](1 - r ).

(2.1d )

Appendix C. Partial EDT
In this approach, individuals are classiﬁed as Xk Ysi with X Î {U , A} and Y Î {S, I}. The whole dynamical
process is separated into three sub-processes, which are infection process, recovery process, and awareness and
forgetting process. The differential operators of the three sub-processes are denoted as dI dt , dR dt , and
dAF dt , respectively.
The evolution equations of infection process are as follows:
dI(Uk Ssi )
= - biUk Ssi - b S Uk Ssi s
dt
+ b S Uk Ss + 1, i - 1 (s + 1) ,

(3.1a)

dI(Uk Isi )
= + biUk Isi - b I Uk Isi s
dt
+ b I Uk Is + 1, i - 1 (s + 1) ,

(3.1b)

dI(Ak Ssi )
= - qbiAk Ssi - b S Ak Ssi s
dt
+ b S Ak Ss + 1, i - 1 (s + 1) ,

(3.1c )

dI(Ak Isi )
= + qbiAk Isi - b I Ak Isi s
dt
+ b I Ak Is + 1, i - 1 (s + 1) ,

(3.1d )

where
bS =
bI =

åk ¢s ¢i¢[bUk ¢ Ss ¢i¢ s¢ + qbAk ¢ Ss ¢i¢ s¢] i¢ ,
åk ¢s ¢i¢[Uk ¢ Ss ¢i¢ s¢ + Ak ¢ Ss ¢i¢ s¢]
åk ¢s ¢i¢[bUk ¢ Ss ¢i¢ i¢ + qbAk ¢ Ss ¢i¢ i¢] i¢ .
åk ¢s ¢i¢[Uk ¢ Ss ¢i¢ i¢ + Ak ¢ Ss ¢i¢ i¢]

(3.2)
(3.3)

The evolution equations of the recovery process are as follows:
dR (Uk Ssi )
= + rUk Isi - rUk Ssi i
dt
+ rUk Ss - 1, i + 1 (i + 1) ,

(3.4a)

dR (Uk Isi )
= - rUk Isi - rUk Isi l
dt
+ rUk Is - 1, i + 1 (i + 1) ,

(3.4b)

dR (Ak Ssi )
= + rAk Isi - rAk Ssi l
dt
+ rAk Ss - 1, i + 1 (i + 1) ,

(3.4c )

dR (Ak Isi )
= - rAk Isi - rAk Isi l
dt
+ rAk Is - 1, i + 1 (i + 1).

(3.4d )
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The evolution equations of the awareness-and-forgetting process are as follows:
dAF (Uk Ssi )
= akaU
¯ k Ssi + fAk Ssi ,
dt
dAF (Uk Isi )
= - akaU
¯ k Isi + fAk Isi - tUk Isi ,
dt
dAF (Ak Ssi )
= + akaU
¯ k Ssi - fAk Ssi ,
dt
dAF (Ak Isi )
= + akaU
¯ k Isi - fAk Isi + tUk Isi ,
dt

(3.5a)
(3.5b)
(3.5c )
(3.5d )

where a¯ denotes the possibility of a randomly chosen link in the awareness layer connecting to an aware
individual, which is expressed as
a¯ =

åk ¢s ¢i¢k¢(Ak ¢ Ss ¢i¢ + Ak ¢ Is ¢i¢) .
åk ¢k¢pk ¢
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